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Abstract—The detection of moving target (MTI) against clutter background represents one of the most

important goals of a radar system. To achieve this objective, it is necessary to suppress or cancel the clutter

returns with as small suppression of the target signal as possible. In this regard, MTI radar is capable of

detecting such type of targets in the presence of interferers. Radar MTI is of great interest in civil and

military applications, where it reduces the returns from stationary or slowly moving clutter. Additionally,

in order to make decisions on the target presence, the MTI processing may be applied with automatic

detection. In this situation, the CFAR detection is a common style of adaptive algorithms employed in

radar systems to detect target returns against a background of noise, clutter and interference. However, the

presence of MTI complicates the analysis of the detection system performance since its output sequence is

correlated even though its input sequence may be uncorrelated. Our goal in this paper is to analyze the

performance of a radar signal processor that consists of a nonrecursive MTI followed by a square-law

integrator and a new version of CFAR circuit detection; the operation of which is based on the hybrid

combination of CA and TM algorithms. The processor performance is evaluated for the case where the

background environment is assumed to be ideal (homogeneous) as well as in the presence of spurious

target returns amongst the contents of the reference cells. The numerical results exhibit that the processor

performance can be enhanced through either increasing the number of incoherently integrated pulses or

decreasing the correlation among consecutive sweeps, given that the rate of false alarm is keeping

constant.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The general task of primary radars, used in air or vessel traffic control, is to detect all targets inside the

observation area and if an aircraft is found (detected), it extracts its information such as bearing, range,

speed, etc. Hence, the detection represents the fundamental task based on which, the radar receiver will

decide to continue or stop its processing.

In real applications, clutter is a complicated time and space variant stochastic process. It is the major

problem for outdoor radar operations and there is no standard measure to reject it. The nature of clutter varies

with application and radar parameters because of many users and the over-crowding of the spectrum. In this

regard, electromagnetic interference is a common occurrence with current communication and electronic

equipments. Hence, avoidance or elimination of such interference is of primary concern of the radar

designer.

One of the most efficient methods for doing this is to exploit the Doppler shift in reflections from moving

targets. This is called moving target indication (MTI), and it is used in many radar applications today.

Ideally, clutter components will be removed by the MTI process, leaving receiver noise and reflection from

targets at the output. The MTI signal exhibits spatial correlation between clutter samples. The correlation is

concluded to be the reason for performance degradation, as detection on clutter appears as targets [1–5].

Automatic detection may be combined with MTI processor in order to make decisions on target presence.

The target detection scheme would be an easy task if the echo signal was observed before an empty or

statistically completely known noise or clutter signal background. In this regard, all received echo signal

amplitudes would be compared with a fixed threshold, which is based on the noise and clutter statistic only,

and targets are detected in all cases when this threshold is exceeded by the echo signal inside a cell under test
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